Cell-dependent replication potentials of HIV-1 gag mutants.
An infectious molecular clone of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), designated pNLaiKH, which is tropic for both lymphocytic and monocytic cells, was constructed. To study the early function of HIV-1 Gag proteins in two types of cells, the mutations known to give host cell-dependent early defects were introduced into pNLaiKH, and the replication potentials and defective replication sites in the cells of the resultant mutants were monitored. All mutants grew in some lymphocytic cells, but not at all in monocytic cells. A nucleocapsid mutant was found to be defective at an early replication phase in all the cell lines to various extent, as expected. In contrast, a matrix mutant and a capsid mutant displayed a replication defect in a producer-cell-dependent manner. These results demonstrated that complex interactions of cell factors and Gag proteins are involved in an early process of HIV-1 replication.